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Summary
1. Theory predicts that resistance and tolerance represent mutually exclusive strategies of 
host defence. However, empirical evidence reveals that individual hosts simultaneously 
allocate resources to both mechanisms.
2. Understanding the maintenance of this defence pattern remains controversial because 
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empirical evidence is at odds with theoretical assumptions.
3. Here, we present a novel host-enemy dynamic that considers: the differential effect of 
each defence strategy upon the evolutionary response of natural enemies; the process of 
local adaptation of the natural enemies to their hosts and the effect of negative and positive 
frequency-dependent selection acting on resistance and tolerance respectively.
4.  Synthesis.  Our analysis suggests that a mixed pattern of defence allocation could be 
evolutionary  stable  because  of  the  differential  dynamic  that  each  strategy  has  in  the 
interaction with natural enemies.
Keywords: coevolution, defences, EES, frequency-depedent selection, herbivory, host-
enemy interaction, local adaptation
In general, plants and animals defend themselves from the consequences of their natural 
enemies (herbivores, pathogens and parasites) in at least two ways. While resistant hosts 
reduce damage or infection, tolerant ones buffer fitness loss due to damage (Núñez-Farfán 
et al. 2007; Råberg et al. 2007). Theoretical work suggests that because resistance and 
tolerance  seem to  have the  same function —to reduce the  negative  effects  of  natural 
enemies  on  fitness—,  they  might  represent  redundant  mechanisms  against  the  same 
selective pressure (Simms & Triplett 1994; Fineblum & Rausher 1995; Mauricio et al. 
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1997). In other words, a host that is completely resistant would not benefit from also being 
tolerant because it would have a very low probability of being attacked, and a host that 
could completely tolerate  herbivory or  infection will  not  gain any benefit  from being 
resistant given that damage does not significantly reduce its fitness. If we also consider that 
both defence mechanisms have significant fitness costs (reviewed in Nuñez-Farfán et al. 
2007), then having maximum levels of both defensive mechanisms would represent to the 
host a greater total cost than expressing just one but it would not report any additional 
benefit.  Thus,  under  this  hypothesis,  natural  selection  should  favour  the  allocation  of 
resources to either resistance or tolerance but not to both (Simms & Triplett 1994).
Recent evidence reveals, however, that individual hosts usually allocate resources 
simultaneously to both resistance and tolerance mechanisms (Mauricio et al. 1997; Pilson 
2000; Medel 2001; Fornoni et al. 2003a; Leimu & Koricheva 2006). That is, individual 
hosts usually express a mixed pattern of defence allocation (Núñez-Farfán et al. 2007). 
Because natural selection act on both resistance and tolerance, this allocation pattern could 
be described as a Mixed Defence Strategy (MDS). Understanding the maintenance of MDS 
in natural populations has become the aim of substantial theoretical work in the last decade. 
Some of these theoretical  studies have proposed that  MDS constitute  an Evolutionary 
Stable Strategy (ESS) maintained by natural selection (Mauricio 2000; Tiffin 2000; Restif 
& Koella 2003; Fornoni  et  al.  2004a).  Alternatively,  other models have explained the 
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presence of MDS due to genetic and/or selective constraints to the evolution of complete 
resistance or complete tolerance (Fineblum & Rausher 1995; Mauricio et al. 1997; Roy & 
Kirchner 2000; Fornoni et al. 2004a). In a recent study, Núñez-Farfán and collaborators 
(2007) reviewed the conditions promoting the evolutionary stability of MDS given the 
available empirical and theoretical evidence. Specifically, they reviewed the assumptions 
and predictions of studies modelling the joint evolution of resistance and tolerance. While 
some of the assumptions of these models have been validated, most empirical evidence is 
at odds with theoretical assumptions (Table 1). Thus, considering the evidence available so 
far it is still not possible to conclude whether MDS are evolutionary stable or not (Núñez-
Farfán et al. 2007).
Are mixed defence strategies evolutionary stable?
Despite the efforts made to understand the maintenance of MDS in natural populations, we 
are still far from answering this question either because more empirical evidence is neces-
sary to improve and validate theoretical assumptions or because theoretical explanations 
have not explicitly considered other  biological  aspects  of victim-exploiter  interactions. 
Here, we argue that future theoretical and empirical studies aimed at understanding the 
evolutionary stability of MDS would benefit from considering the following biological pro-
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cesses: (1) the differential effect of each defence strategy upon the evolutionary response 
of natural enemies (Stinchcombe 2002a; Espinosa & Fornoni 2006), (2) the process of loc-
al adaptation of the natural enemies to their hosts (Mopper & Strauss 1998; Lively & Dyb-
dahl 2000), (3) the effect of negative frequency-dependent selection acting on resistance 
traits (Dybdahl & Lively 1998; Brunet & Mundt 2000) or on traits that confer both resist-
ance and tolerance (e.g. slow rusting; Roy & Kirchner 2000) and (4) the effect of positive 
frequency-dependent selection acting on tolerance (Roy & Kirchner 2000; Restif & Koella 
2004).
Host defences and the evolutionary responses of natural enemies
It  has recently been demonstrated that tolerance, unlike resistance, does not negatively 
affect individual herbivore survival and performance (Espinosa & Fornoni 2006). This 
differential effect of both defence strategies could lead to different evolutionary responses 
of the natural enemies (Rausher 2001; Stinchcombe 2002a). While host resistance could 
favour an arms-race coevolutionary process, host tolerance could lessen this process and 
instead it  could lead to an increment upwards in the natural enemies’ population size. 
Given  that  resistance  reduces  natural  enemy  survival  and  performance  (Bernays  & 
Chapman  1994;  Karban  &  Baldwin  1997;  Awmack  &  Leather  2002),  it  could  also 
negatively affect  natural  enemy demography and thus their  population size.  Empirical 
evidence shows that host resistance reduces the abundance of natural enemies within a 
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population (Underwood & Rausher 2000; Thaler et al. 2001). Thus, it seems reasonable to 
suppose that in those populations where most hosts allocate all the available resources to 
resistance the selective pressures upon their natural enemies will increase, promoting a 
reduction in the enemy population size.
On the other  hand,  the absence of  a  negative effect  of  tolerance upon natural 
enemies individual performance suggests that tolerance may lead to an increase in the 
growth rate of natural enemies and thus on its population size (Roy & Kirchner, 2000; 
Espinosa & Fornoni 2006).  The latter could happen if tolerance mechanisms involve an 
increase in the amount of tissue available for future infection or damage.  However, no 
empirical study has evaluated the demographical effects, if any, of tolerance upon natural 
enemies. Although the idea of differences in quality-quantity of resources available for the 
natural  enemies  between resistant  and  tolerant  hosts  is  not  new (Stinchcombe 2002a; 
Espinosa & Fornoni 2006, Weis & Franks 2006), it has not been incorporated into theory 
yet. Moreover, if more tolerant hosts represent higher quality-quantity food source than 
less tolerant ones, then variation in tolerance expression could be positively correlated with 
the potential increment in the natural enemies´ population size.
Negative frequency-dependent selection, natural enemies’ adaptation and host resistance
Several evidence indicates that herbivores, pathogens and parasites adapt rapidly to their 
hosts,  reducing  the  fitness  of  the  most  abundant  resistant  host  genotype  within  the 
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population (Chaboudez & Burdon 1995; Ebert & Hamilton 1996; Mopper & Strauss 1998; 
Roy 1998; Lively & Dybdahl 2000). This context-dependent process could explain why 
damage or disease does not dissappear completely from the host population or only for a 
short  period  of  time  until  their  natural  enemies  evolve  counter-defences.  Despite  the 
empirical  evidence,  most  models  developed until  now have considered that  resistance 
effectiveness does not change through time (Simms & Rausher 1987; Fineblum & Rausher 
1995; Abrahamson & Weis 1997; Tiffin 2000; Fornoni et al. 2004a; but see Jokela et al. 
2000; Roy & Kirchner 2000). However, whenever natural enemies experience stronger 
selection pressures (Abrams 1986; Vermeij 1994; Brodie & Brodie 1999) or have shorter 
generations times than their hosts, they are more likely to become locally adapted to their 
hosts than vice versa (Hafner et al. 1994; Kaltz & Shykoff 1998; Zhan et al. 2002). Thus, 
maximum benefits of resistance will be expected when natural enemies are not locally 
adapted to their host. Under a local adaptation scenario, the mean damage upon resistant 
hosts will increase resulting in a decrement of resistance benefit.
Positive frequency-dependent selection and host tolerance
Competitive optimization models proposed until now have considered that the benefit of 
being tolerant increases with the frequency of tolerant hosts within the population (Roy & 
Kirchner 2000; Restif & Koella 2004). In other words, it has been supposed that tolerance 
benefit  is  under  positive frequency-dependent  selection. In  Roy and Kirchner´s  model 
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(2000) tolerance prolonged the survival of infected hosts, thus keeping the disease in the 
population longer and increasing the risk of exposure to disease for both resistant and 
tolerant hosts.  This dynamic increases the advantage of tolerant hosts  relative to non-
tolerant ones. Thus, as the frequency of tolerant hosts increases, the overall incidence of 
infection also increases, thereby the fitness advantage of tolerant hosts over non-tolerant 
genotypes increases as well. This model suggests that the evolution of tolerance could be 
described as a positive feedback loop that leads to the fixation of tolerant alleles within a 
population. However, once tolerance alleles become fixed, futher increments in the amount 
of  damage would eventually  reduce tolerance  benefit  (Fornoni  & Núñez-Farfán 2000; 
Fornoni et al. 2003a; Hutha et al. 2003). That is, tolerance net benefit could increase at low 
damage levels but after reaching a threshold point in damage it could start decreasing. A 
decrement in tolerance capacity could have higher fitness costs if damage occurs before 
reproduction.  Hence,  the  maximal  benefit  of  tolerance  would  be  attained  at  low  to 
moderate levels of damage within the population.
The maintenance of Mixed Defence Strategies
Taking into account the above processes, we present the following dynamic describing the 
maintenance of MDS in natural populations. Consider a host population exposed to natural 
enemies.  Those  host  genotypes  that  allocate  all  their  available  resources  to  resistance 
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would have higher fitness than those allocating all to tolerance, if the benefit of resistance 
at reducing natural enemies damage or infection is higher than the benefit of tolerating 
damage (Mauricio et al. 1997; Fornoni et al. 2004a). However, because resistance exerts 
selective pressures upon natural enemies to overcome this type of defence, a process of 
local adaptation within the enemy population could be favoured. This dynamic could result 
in an arms-race coevolutionary process mediated by host resistance and natural enemies 
local adaptation (Fig. 1). That is, when the benefit of the most abundant resistant genotype 
decreases, due to the natural enemies’ adaptation, hosts should escalate their previous level 
of resistance or evolve new defensive traits that would help them overcome their natural 
enemies. This response could be either by increasing the allocation to existing resistant 
characters  (e.g. increment  of  metabolite  concentration)  or  with  a  novel  resistance 
mechanism. This new resistant phenotype would again promote the evolution of counter-
defence mechanisms in their natural enemies and so on. Thus, the adaptive value of host 
resistance  would  depend  primarly  on  the  reduction  of  its  benefit  imposed by  natural 
enemies’ adaptation (Simms & Rausher 1987; Jokela et al. 2000). So far, we have laid out 
an argument that many others have observed or commented on (Roy & Bierzychudek, 
1993;  Dybdahl  & Lively,  1995;  Lively  & Dybdahl  2000).  Our  argument  is  that  this 
dynamic could be eventually altered if the effectiveness of host resistance is reduced and 
host tolerance became the only profitable strategy to cope with an increasing amount of 
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damage (Jokela et al. 2000) (Fig. 1).
Under a local adaptation scenario, natural selection could favour any host genotype 
that allocates more defence resources to tolerance rather than to resistance traits affecting 
the arms-race coevolutionary dynamic. This mutant tolerant genotype could be favoured 
because although resistant and tolerant hosts could express equivalent costs of defence, the 
tolerant genotypes would have higher fitness benefit than the resistant ones due to lower 
fitness losses imposed by damage or  infection.  This fitness benefit  would promote an 
increase in the frequency of tolerant genotypes within the population. As the frequency of 
tolerant genotypes increases, the natural enemy population size and the level of damage 
would also increase. However, an increasing amount of damage could reduce the host 
capacity for tolerating damage. Thus, tolerance benefit would eventually decrease with 
damage (Fig. 1).
Considering  the  above  scenario  it  is  worth  highlighting  that  the  reduction  in 
tolerance  benefit  could  be decelerated by  either  any external  factor  that  regulates  the 
natural enemies population size or by increasing allocation to tolerance. For example, even 
when natural enemies become locally adapted to their host resistance, the presence of a 
third  trophic  level  (herbivore  parasites,  parasitoids  or  predators)  could  diminish  the 
abundance of natural enemies (reviewed in Halaj & Wise 2001), thereby ameliorating the 
amount of damage hosts receive. Additionally, the presence of mutualistic associations, 
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such as mycorrhizal fungi, could increase the tolerance level a plant can express if the 
fungi indirectly alter plant storage patterns or if they  increase plant access to scarce or 
immobile soil minerals,  thereby allowing the plant to better overcome tissue loss after 
damage (Borowicz 1997; Kula et al. 2005; Bennett et al. 2006) (Fig. 1).
Given that resistance could eventually become ineffective when herbivores become 
locally adapted and that tolerance benefit decreases with damage, both exclusive allocation 
of  resources  to  tolerance  and  exclusive  allocation  to  resistance  are  expected  to  be 
evolutionary unstable. In other words, host populations should be composed by genotypes 
expressing MDS. Hence, in a population where natural enemies are locally adapted (that is, 
when the benefit of being resistant is low), a mutant genotype capable of allocating more of 
its  resources  to  tolerance  rather  than  to  resistance  mechanisms  will  have  a  fitness 
advantage over resistant hosts. The latter will be true if hosts do not evolve novel resistance 
mechanisms. However, due to a great asymmetry in evolutionary potential between hosts 
and their natural enemies it is reasonable to expect that allocating resources to tolerance 
mechanisms will be the most profitable strategy to follow until a more efficient resistant 
mutant appears within the population. On the other hand, when the frequency of tolerant 
hosts within the population is high, any other genotype allocating resources to resistance 
mechanisms would have higher fitness benefits because it could prevent damage. Given 
that tolerance benefit depends indirectly on the extent of the local adaptation level of the 
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natural enemies and that this depends on the status of the coevolutionary arms-race driven 
by resistance, then the specific proportion of resources allocated to resistance and tolerance 
is likely to change through evolutionary time. Thus, the optimum MDS could corresponds 
to a dynamic ESS.
Perspectives
The  analysis  presented  here  provides  new insights  for  understanding  the  presence  of 
intermediate levels of resistance and tolerance in natural populations. It has been proposed 
that the coevolutionary process acting on resistance alone could explain the maintenance of 
variation  in  this  strategy.  We  argue  that  considering  how  tolerance  modifies  the 
coevolutionary process can account for the maintenance of the variation in the expression 
of MDS. Moreover, this analysis leads to the formulation of two specific predictions that 
could be examined within populations. First, because resistance is affected by the enemy 
adaptation and tolerance benefit decreases with the amount of damage, it is expected that 
natural selection would favour those genotypes that follow the least frequent combined 
strategy of resistance and tolerance allocation within a population. We are aware of no 
study that has manipulated the frequency of resistant and tolerant patterns of allocation to 
evaluate  its  selective  value.  In  this  sense,  artificial  selection  experiments  represent  a 
promising tool to generate lines with different patterns of resource allocation to resistance 
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and tolerance (see Stowe 1998). Second, if across population variation in the pattern of 
defence allocation is mainly determined by natural selection rather than other evolutionary 
processes, a negative correlation is expected between resistance effectiveness and natural 
enemies extent of local adaptation. On the other hand, the correlation is expected to be 
positive between tolerance benefit and natural enemies adaptation (Núñez-Farfán et  al. 
2007). The analysis presented here was formulated based on the premise that those natural 
enemies with sexual reproduction usually have higher potential for adapting rapidly to their 
hosts than vice versa. Although this pattern is usually true for plant-herbivore and host-
parasite interactions, in those systems where the latter premise is not satisfied (e.g. some 
plant-pathogen interactions) the benefit of being resistant could be maintained for a longer 
evolutionary  time.  However,  most  of  the  best  exemplified  cases  of  host-exploiter 
coevolution corresponds to systems where natural  enemies have higher  potential  for  a 
coevolutionary response.
A corollary of our analysis is that if resistance and tolerance are redundant defence 
mechanisms, the presence of intermediate levels of both resistance and tolerance would 
imply that natural enemies could adapt to their host resistance more slowly than when hosts 
defend themselves through complete resistance. In this sense, and as a consequence of the 
dynamic proposed above, expressing MDS could represent the most feasible strategy to 
additionally compensate the lower evolutionary rate of hosts to cope with the selective 
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pressures imposed by their natural enemies. When the mean population pattern of defence 
is  biased  toward  resistance,  the  intensity  of  the  antagonistic  interaction  will  increase; 
conversely, a pattern of defence biased toward tolerance will slow down the coevolutionary 
process (Roy & Kirchner 2000). Hence, the presence of a selection mosaic upon resistance 
could also be explained by the state of the interaction in the coevolutionary process.
Understanding how genetic variation is maintained in natural populations still re-
mains as a central goal of evolutionary biology (Futuyma 2005). For the case of host-en-
emy interactions, negative frequency-dependent selection has been the most commonly in-
voked mechanism for  explaining the maintenance of  genetic  variation in  host  defence 
(Frank 1996). Empirical evidence have provided support for this expectation in those cases 
of simple polymorphic expression of resistance but not for polygenic resistance traits. In 
most cases however, host defences are complex suites of traits with polygenic inheritance 
(Seger 1992; Roy & Kirchner 2000). Roy and Kirchner (2000) indicated that polygenic 
traits  appear  to  behave  in  similar  ways  in  theoretical  models.  The  question  remains, 
however, whether reality behaves as models do. More empirical work is needed to examine 
quantitative variation in plant defence integrating the dynamics of resistance and tolerance. 
Moreover, because natural enemies drive the evolution of host defences it is important to 
evaluate changes in their  populations and their  co-evolutionary response as a result  of 
changes in host traits.
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Table 1. Review of the assumptions of theoretical studies modelling the evolution of resistance (R) and tolerance (T). Empirical studies 
(intraspecific) supporting or not the theoretical assumptions are also listed. NA: absence of empirical evidence.
Mixed Defence Strategies as Assumptions
Empirical evidence
unsupported supported
Evolutionary Stable
costs  or  benefits  of  R  and  T  are  non-linear 
functions of allocation to defence (Fornoni  et 
al. 2004a; Restif & Koella 2004)
Stinchcome 2002b
Weinig et al. 2003
Fornoni et al. 2004b
Baucom & Mauricio 2008†
Mauricio et al. 1997
Pilson 2000
Bergelson et al. 2001¶
costs  of  R  and  T  differ  within  populations 
(Tiffin 2000; Fornoni et al. 2004a) NA Pilson 2000
benefits  of  R  and  T  are  more-than-additive 
(Fornoni et al. 2004a)
Mauricio et al. 1997
Weinig et al. 2003
Agrawal et al. 2004*
Fornoni et al. 2004b
NA
if  resistance  and  tolerance  are  genetically 
linked such that the same trait  affects both R 
and T
NA
slow rusting; see Roy & Kirchner 2000
Mestries et al. 1998
Evolutionary Unstable R and T are alternative redundant strategies if 
(a)  there  is  a  negative  genetic  correlation 
(a) Leimu & Koricheva 2006¶ (a) Fineblum & Rausher 1995
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between  R  and  T  (Simms  &  Triplett  1994; 
Fineblum  &  Rausher  1995;  Abrahamson  & 
Weiss 1997; Roy & Kirchner  2000) or  if  (b) 
benefits  of  R  and  T  are  less  than  additive 
(Mauricio et al. 1997) 
Boege et al. 2007
Stevens et al. 2007
(b) Mauricio et al. 1997
Stowe 1998
Pilson 2000
Fornoni et al. 2003b
Baucom & Mauricio 2008†
(b) Agrawal et al. 2004*
Baucom & Mauricio 2008†
* Study about R and T to frost damage
† Study about R and T to herbicide
¶ Reviews
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the evolutionary dynamic driven by host defences 
and natural enemies. While host allocation to resistance (R) could be determined by the 
extent of the natural enemies’ local adaptation, allocation to tolerance (T) may depend on 
the frequency of hosts allocating resources to tolerance and on the mean damage level 
experienced by hosts. Discontinuous arrows indicate the potential effects of a third party 
species  (e.g. third  trophic  level  and  arbuscular  mycorrhizal  fungi  AMF)  on  the 
evolutionary stability of host tolerance. Arrows connecting both dynamics represent shifts 
in the allocation patterns of host defence. NS: natural selection.
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